Part A. Please describe your basic view of the IEEE and your approach to making the most of what the IEEE has to offer. (Max. 150 words)
Part B  On this single page, please briefly describe three to six of your activities or projects in your IEEE Student Branch that have had (or are having) a notable positive impact in terms of: (a) The relevance of technical or professional program to members and larger college community; (b) The effectiveness, growth, and vitality of the Student Branch; (c) The outreach of your Student Branch beyond your college to the Philadelphia Section, the broader IEEE membership, and/or the larger community; and/or (d) Some other valuable aspect of the IEEE affiliation.

Activity/Project________________________________________________________________________Date(s) ____________________
Description / Your Role / Outcome:

Activity/Project________________________________________________________________________Date(s) ____________________
Description / Your Role / Outcome:

Activity/Project________________________________________________________________________Date(s) ____________________
Description / Your Role / Outcome:

*  
*  
*  

Please provide an outline of your goals for the 2019-20 academic year relative to your IEEE Student Branch and to its larger community.

Please detail any awards or recognitions that you have received as a result of your efforts on behalf of the IEEE.

Please have this page reviewed and endorsed first by your IEEE Student Branch Counselor, and then by your Department Chair, affirming that your accomplishments are accurately and adequately represented.

(IEEE Student Branch Counselor) (Date) (Department Chair) (Date)
Part C  Please summarize any non-IEEE activities that have helped you to be a more effective member of your IEEE Student Branch.  \textit{(Max 150 words)}

Part D  Letters of Reference
List the name and affiliation of two or three individuals each of whom has agreed to write a \textit{one-page} letter in support of your application for an IEEE Student Branch Leadership Scholarship of the Philadelphia Section. At least one of these referees must be a current IEEE Member. These letters should be delivered to the “Leadership Scholarship Application Committee” at the address below (with this application or separately) in an envelope sealed and signed by the referee. Alternatively, the signed letter may be scanned and e-mailed by the referee to sec.philadelphia@ieee.org. These letters should be received by the Leadership Scholarship Application Committee by \textbf{June 3, 2019}.

1. 

2. 

3. 

Part E  Endorsement of Your Scholarship Application (Optional)
This application may be endorsed by an individual representing a technical entity of the IEEE (e.g., a Technical Society) with whom you have interacted. This endorsement may not exceed \textit{one page} and should also be delivered directly to the Leadership Scholarship Application Committee at the address below.

Name of the individual and associated technical organization providing endorsement: __________________________

Part F  Official Copy of Current Academic Transcript
An official copy of the applicant’s current academic transcript must either be submitted with this signed scholarship application, or mailed separately to the Leadership Scholarship Application Committee at the address below, by the application deadline of \textbf{June 3, 2019}.

Part G  Signature of Applicant and Date

\begin{center}
\underline{_____________________________} \hspace{1cm} \underline{(Date)}
\end{center}

All materials are to be delivered, by the application deadline, to:

\begin{center}
Leadership Scholarship Application Committee  
IEEE Philadelphia Section Office  
111 Presidential Blvd, Suite 231  
Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004  
Telephone:  484-270-5136  
E-mail:  sec.philadelphia@ieee.org
\end{center}

(Updated 5/15/2019)